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ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(06)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File consists of: personal correspondence and photographs received from a friend named Julian; and a reproduction of an announcement regarding the First Floor Club at 33 Asquith Avenue.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(07) - St. Chris

Title: St. Chris
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(07)
Date: [1960-1990] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of historical photographs and other reproductions related to the musical program at St. Christopher House in Toronto.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
5 photographs : b&w ; 20 x 25 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(08) - Archie bio

Title: Archie bio
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(08)
Date: 2008-2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(09) - Programme : No Future Without Forgiveness Gala

Title: Programme : No Future Without Forgiveness Gala
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(09)
Date: 14 June 200 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(10) - Variety Club : Lincoln Alexander BBPA

Title: Variety Club : Lincoln Alexander BBPA
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(10)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(11) - Obituaries

Title: Obituaries
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(11)
Date: 1996-2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 photograph : b&w ; 12 x 20 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

**File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(12) - Barbados Community College workshop: Kollage photos**

- **Title:** Barbados Community College workshop: Kollage photos
- **ID:** F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(12)
- **Date:** [ca. 2011] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File consists of photographs from visits to the Barbados Community College and the Africentric Alternative School in Toronto.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
- 32 photographs: col.; 10 x 15 cm

**Publication status:**

Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

**File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(13) - Barbados College**

- **Title:** Barbados College
- **ID:** F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(13)
- **Date:** 2011 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File consists of material related to a visit to the Barbados Community College, including correspondence.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(14) - Barbados Community College

Title: Barbados Community College
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(14)
Date: [ca. 2011] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of photographs related to a visit to the Barbados Community College.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
14 photographs: col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(15) - Guest list: fax, addresses

Title: Guest list: fax, addresses
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(15)
Date: [ca. 1996]-2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(16) - Email address book

Title: Email address book
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(16)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(17) - E.O.J. Orchestra proofs

Title: E.O.J. Orchestra proofs
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(17)
Date: [ca. 2010] (date of creation)
Physical description: Photographs : b&w negs. ; 35 mm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(18) - Archie Alleyne presents an evening with Jackie Richardson : Black Women Effecting Change : script

Title: Archie Alleyne presents an evening with Jackie Richardson : Black Women Effecting Change : script
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(18)
Date: 2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(19) - Jackie Richardson

Title: Jackie Richardson
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(19)
Date: 2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 photograph : b&w ; 20 x 25 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(20) - Signed Syncopation programme

Title: Signed Syncopation programme
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(20)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(21) - Syncopation Theatre

Title: Syncopation Theatre
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(21)
Date: 2014 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of contracts between the Archie Alleyne Foundation Scholarship Fund and Toronto Artscape Inc. regrading a venue rental.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(22) - Sponsorship budget : Black Roots

Title: Sponsorship budget : Black Roots
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(22)
Date: 2012-2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(23) - Bios : photo exhibit

Title: Bios : photo exhibit
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(23)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of photographs, biographies, and other material created for the travelling exhibit, "Syncopation: Black Stories."

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
13 photographs : col. ; 23 x 19 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(24) - Photo exhibit tour
Title: Photo exhibit tour

ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(24)

Date: 2012-2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of material related to the travelling exhibit, "Syncopation: Black Stories."

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(25) - Photo exhibit: pre-tour information + research

Title: Photo exhibit: pre-tour information + research

ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/003(25)

Date: 2010-2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of material related to the travelling exhibit, "Syncopation: Black Stories."

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(01) - Photos: Elvira

Title: Photos: Elvira

ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(01)

Date: [201-] (date of creation)

Physical description: 2 photographs: col.; 21 x 26 cm
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(02) - Archie misc.

**Title:** Archie misc.
**ID:** F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(02)
**Date:** [ca. 2013] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File consists of research material related to African-Canadian history and the history of jazz.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(03) - An Art Tatum story

**Title:** An Art Tatum story
**ID:** F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(03)
**Date:** 2003 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File consists of a document sent by Fred Webster regarding a memory of meeting Art Tatum.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(04) - Music History of Toronto : Andrew Scott

Title: Music History of Toronto : Andrew Scott
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(04)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a draft of a dissertation on the music history of Toronto, sent by Andrew Scott of York University.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Legal agreements : re: Colour Me Jazz, Kollage Publishing, Black Heritage Moments
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(05)
Date: 2005-2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(06) - Archie bios

Title: Archie bios
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(06)
Date: 2006-2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(07) - Lion's Club

Title: Lion's Club
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(07)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material related to Archie Alleyne's membership in the Toronto Bathurst Lions Club.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points: • Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(08) - The "N" word

Title: The "N" word
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(08)
Date: [200-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a document sent by David Sylvester.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points: • Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(09) - Address book

Title: Address book
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(09)
Date: 1997-2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(10) - Address book

Title: Address book
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(10)
Date: 1990-2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(11) - Barbados : notebook

Title: Barbados : notebook
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(11)
Date: 2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(12) - Notebook

Title: Notebook
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(12)
Date: [ca. 2012] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 photograph : b&w ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(13) - Business cards

Title: Business cards
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(13)
Date: [1970-2014] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(14) - Notebook

Title: Notebook
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/004(14)
Date: 2007-2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
**File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(01) - Doug Lloyd Salmon**

**Title:** Doug Lloyd Salmon  
**ID:** F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(01)  
**Date:** 2005-2008 (date of creation)  

**Scope and content:**
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(02) - Photos : vocalists : Shakura, Gail, Kamil**

**Title:** Photos : vocalists : Shakura, Gail, Kamil  
**ID:** F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(02)  
**Date:** [ca. 2003] (date of creation)  

**Scope and content:**
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular group of musicians.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
2 photographs : b&w and col. ; 25 x 20 cm or smaller

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(03) - Doug Richardson : photos

Title: Doug Richardson : photos
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(03)
Date: [ca. 1998] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
7 photographs : b&w and col. ; 24 x 19 cm or smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(04) - Doug Richardson

Title: Doug Richardson
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(04)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Multicultural History Society of Ontario: African-Canadian history
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(05)
Date: 1990-1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 photograph; b&w; 20 x 14 cm

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(06) - Cy McLean

Title: Cy McLean
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(06)
Date: [ca. 2002] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
2 photograph; b&w; 19.5 x 24 cm

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(07) - Bucky Adams

Title: Bucky Adams
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(07)
Date: 1987-1997 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
2 photograph ; b&w ; 19.5 x 24 cm or smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(08) - Nelson Symonds

Title: Nelson Symonds
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(08)
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File consists of a reproduction of an article featured in the April issue of CODA magazine, titled, "Montreal's Best Kept Secret."

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(09) - Oliver Jones

Title: Oliver Jones
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(09)
Date: [ca. 1990] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(10) - Michael Arthurs

Title: Michael Arthurs
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(10)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(11) - Dianne Brooks

Title: Dianne Brooks
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(11)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(12) - 911 tour

Title: 911 tour

ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(12)

Date: [ca. 1995-1997] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(13) - Eugene Amaro

Title: Eugene Amaro

ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(13)

Date: 1999 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(14) - Amadio, Norm

Title: Amadio, Norm
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(14)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(15) - Memo Acevedo

Title: Memo Acevedo
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(15)
Date: [ca. 1988] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(16) - Toronto Jazz Quartet

Title: Toronto Jazz Quartet
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(16)

Date: 1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(17) - Russ Little

Title: Russ Little

ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(17)

Date: [ca. 1995] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(18) - Toronto Jazz

Title: Toronto Jazz

ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(18)

Date: 1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(19) - Austin Vivian Roberts**

**Title:** Austin Vivian Roberts

**ID:** F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(19)

**Date:** 1990 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(20) - Vernon Isaac**

**Title:** Vernon Isaac

**ID:** F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(20)

**Date:** 1999 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(21) - Tommy Earlls

Title: Tommy Earlls
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(21)
Date: [ca. 1988] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 photograph: b&w; 23 x 19 cm - 2 EP's

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(22) - Syd Blackwood

Title: Syd Blackwood
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(22)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 photograph: b&w; 23 x 19 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(23) - Wray Downes

Title: Wray Downes
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(23)
Date: [ca. 1988] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
9 photographs : b&w ; 19 x 24 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(24) - Phyllis Marshall

Title: Phyllis Marshall
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(24)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(25) - Calvin Jackson, Yvonne Lanauze

Title: Calvin Jackson, Yvonne Lanauze
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(25)
Date: 1995-2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(26) - Coleman, Cedric

Title: Coleman, Cedric
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(26)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(27) - Curtis Bailey
Title: Curtis Bailey

ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(27)

Date: 2007 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(28) - Tish Goode

Title: Tish Goode

ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(28)

Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(29) - Betty Willis

Title: Betty Willis

ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(29)

Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
1 photograph : b&w ; 20 x 24 cm

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(30) - Maxine Brown**

**Title:** Maxine Brown

**ID:** F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(30)

**Date:** 1981 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(31) - Michael Danso**

**Title:** Michael Danso

**ID:** F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(31)

**Date:** 1990 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(32) - Bill Bridges

Title: Bill Bridges
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(32)
Date: [ca. 1987] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(33) - Tony Bazley (Oula Boula)

Title: Tony Bazley (Oula Boula)
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(33)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(34) - Jothan Callins : trumpet

Title: Jothan Callins : trumpet
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(34)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(35) - Dave Dunlop

Title: Dave Dunlop
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(35)
Date: [ca. 1993] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(36) - John T. Davis
Title: John T. Davis  
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(36)  
Date: 1990 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Publication status: Published  
Access points:  
- Textual record (documentary form)  

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(37) - Divine  
Title: Divine  
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(37)  
Date: [ca. 1998] (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician. Title refers to artist known as Divine Earth Essence or Divine Brown.  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Publication status: Published  
Access points:  
- Textual record (documentary form)  

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(38) - Eddie Graf  
Title: Eddie Graf  
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(38)  
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(39) - Ranee Lee

Title: Ranee Lee
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(39)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
2 photographs : b&w ; 25 x 20 cm or smaller

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(40) - Richard Shadrach Lazar

Title: Richard Shadrach Lazar
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(40)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(41) - Norman V. Marshall**

**Title:** Norman V. Marshall

**ID:** F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(41)

**Date:** 1997 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(42) - Andrea Morrison**

**Title:** Andrea Morrison

**ID:** F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(42)

**Date:** [ca. 2000] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(43) - Chris Mitchell (bari)

Title: Chris Mitchell (bari)

ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(43)

Date: [ca. 1997] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(44) - Mark McLean

Title: Mark McLean

ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(44)

Date: 1998 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(45) - Andy Milne (piano)

Title: Andy Milne (piano)
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(45)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
2 photographs : b&w and col. ; 19 x 15 cm or smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(46) - Olatunji

Title: Olatunji
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(46)
Date: [ca. 1991] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(47) - Kiernan Overs

Title: Kiernan Overs
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(47)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(48) - Jackie Richardson

Title: Jackie Richardson
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/005(48)
Date: [1998-2005] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 photograph : b&w ; 15.5 x 23 cm

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(01) - George Reed
Title: George Reed
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(01)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(02) - Dave Young
Title: Dave Young
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(02)
Date: [ca. 1996] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(03) - Ian Martin
Title: Ian Martin
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(03)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(04) - Kurt Kjas Syms**

**Title:** Kurt Kjas Syms  
**ID:** F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(04)  
**Date:** [1996] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(05) - Rohan O'Neil Reid (bass) : Kingston**

**Title:** Rohan O'Neil Reid (bass) : Kingston  
**ID:** F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(05)  
**Date:** 1991 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
1 photograph : col. ; 5 x 5 cm
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(06) - Jon Jeremy Williams (piano) : Jamaica

Title: Jon Jeremy Williams (piano) : Jamaica
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(06)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(07) - Courtenay Rowan Wynter (tenor sax) : Antigua

Title: Courtenay Rowan Wynter (tenor sax) : Antigua
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(07)
Date: [1990-1996] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(08) - Peter King

Title: Peter King
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(08)
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(09) - Davod F. Percival (drums) : Antigua

Title: Davod F. Percival (drums) : Antigua
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(09)
Date: [ca. 2001] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 photograph ; col. 15 x 10 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(10) - Henry Wright

Title: Henry Wright
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(10)
Date: 1990, 1995 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(11) - Connie Corrington

Title: Connie Corrington
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(11)
Date: [ca. 1987] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(12) - Alf Coward

Title: Alf Coward
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(12)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 photograph : b&w ; 19 x 25 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(13) - Archie misc. varied

Title: Archie misc. varied
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(13)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(14) - Frank Wright

Title: Frank Wright
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(14)
Date: [ca. 1995] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(15) - Tobi Lark**

**Title:** Tobi Lark

**ID:** F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(15)

**Date:** 1986 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(16) - Unknown**

**Title:** Unknown

**ID:** F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(16)

**Date:** [2000-2014] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File consists of an unlabeled photograph, likely of a young artist.

**Physical description:** 1 photograph : col. ; 12 x 8 cm

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(17) - Jimmy Namaro

Title: Jimmy Namaro
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(17)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(18) - Merry Callander-Seabury

Title: Merry Callander-Seabury
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(18)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(19) - Joe Sealy

Title: Joe Sealy

ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(19)

Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(20) - Les Mayhew

Title: Les Mayhew

ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(20)

Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(21) - Arlene Duncan

Title: Arlene Duncan

ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(21)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of material, such as obituaries, photographs, news clippings, or resumes, collected by Archie Alleyne which relates to a particular musician.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(22) - D.T. Band Contest

Title: D.T. Band Contest
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(22)
Date: 1961, 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a recent newspaper clipping and material from the Best New Dance Bands contest of 1961.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(23) - School photos : Lansdowne

Title: School photos : Lansdowne
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(23)
Date: 1941 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material collected or created for Archie Alleyne's memoir, Colour Me Jazz: The Archie Alleyne Story, completed in 2005 and published in 2015.
physical description: 1 folder of textual records
2 photographs: b&w; 11.5 x 20 cm or smaller

publication status:

published

access points:

• textual record (documentary form)
• graphic material (documentary form)

file: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(24) - photos: re: colour me jazz

title: photos: re: colour me jazz

id: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(24)

date: 1957-2005 (date of creation)

scope and content:

file consists of material collected or related to archie alleyne's memoir, colour me jazz: the archie alleyne story, completed in 2005 and published in 2015.

physical description: 1 folder of textual records
5 photographs: b&w and col.; 19 x 24 or smaller

publication status:

published

access points:

• textual record (documentary form)
• graphic material (documentary form)

file: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(25) - Oakville

title: Oakville

id: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(25)

date: 2008 (date of creation)

scope and content:

file consists of material collected or related to archie alleyne's memoir, colour me jazz: the archie alleyne story, completed in 2005 and published in 2015.

physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(26) - Book : quotes, dedication, foreward

Title: Book : quotes, dedication, foreward
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(26)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material collected or related to Archie Alleyne's memoir, Colour Me Jazz: The Archie Alleyne Story, completed in 2005 and published in 2015.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(27) - Book : documents

Title: Book : documents
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(27)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material collected or created for Archie Alleyne's memoir, Colour Me Jazz: The Archie Alleyne Story, completed in 2005 and published in 2015.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(28) - Book cover photo : original

Title: Book cover photo : original
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(28)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material collected or related to Archie Alleyne's memoir, Colour Me Jazz: The Archie Alleyne Story, completed in 2005 and published in 2015.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 photograph : col. ; 23 x 15
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(29) - Book notes

Title: Book notes
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(29)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material collected or related to Archie Alleyne's memoir, Colour Me Jazz: The Archie Alleyne Story, completed in 2005 and published in 2015.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(30) - Misc. notes

Title: Misc. notes
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(30)
Date: [2000-2005] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material collected or related to Archie Alleyne's memoir, Colour Me Jazz: The Archie Alleyne Story, completed in 2005 and published in 2015.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(31) - Faxed material from Sheldon plus questioner + proposed vcover from Martin Charrington

Title: Faxed material from Sheldon plus questioner + proposed vcover from Martin Charrington
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(31)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material collected or created for Archie Alleyne's memoir, Colour Me Jazz: The Archie Alleyne Story, completed in 2005 and published in 2015.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(32) - Handwritten list of sequences of the Archie Alleyne biography
Title: Handwritten list of sequences of the Archie Alleyne biography

ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(32)

Date: [1980-2004] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of material collected or related to Archie Alleyne's memoir, Colour Me Jazz: The Archie Alleyne Story, completed in 2005 and published in 2015.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(33) - Manuscript

Title: Manuscript

ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(33)

Date: 2002 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of material collected or related to Archie Alleyne's memoir, Colour Me Jazz: The Archie Alleyne Story, completed in 2005 and published in 2015.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(34) - Manuscript

Title: Manuscript
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/006(34)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File consists of material collected or related to Archie Alleyne's memoir, Colour Me Jazz: The Archie Alleyne Story, completed in 2005 and published in 2015.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/007(01) - Jackie Richardson & Willie Wright

Title: Jackie Richardson & Willie Wright
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/007(01)
Date: ca.1980 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 photograph : col. ; 37 x 27 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/007(02) - Photos : includes Club Nocturne reunion August 1980

Title: Photos : includes Club Nocturne reunion August 1980
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/007(02)
Date: 1980-[201-] (date of creation)

Title: Misc.
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/007(03)
Date: 1989-2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
3 photographs : col. ; 20 x 26 cm or smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/007(04) - Underground Railroad

Title: Underground Railroad
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/007(04)
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Physical description: 3 photographs : b&w ; 25 x 35 cm or smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/007(05) - Photos + posters : Archie

Title: Photos + posters : Archie
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/007(05)
Date: [1962-2014] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
5 photographs : b&w and col. ; 21.5 x 29.5 cm or smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/007(06) - Book cover + Du Maurier Jazz Festival

Title: Book cover + Du Maurier Jazz Festival
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/007(06)
Date: 1998, 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
2 photographs : col. ; 21 x 30 cm or smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/007(07) - Posters : Syncopation photo exhibit, Kollage, + misc.

Title: Posters : Syncopation photo exhibit, Kollage, + misc.
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/007(07)
Date: [2000-2011] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of: historical posters and other material related to black history and the history of jazz, used in the Syncopation Series; and other material.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/007(08) - Posters sent by John Irvine

Title: Posters sent by John Irvine
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/007(08)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00848-2017-003/007(09) - Toronto Star : The uphill struggle of our black musicians

Title: Toronto Star : The uphill struggle of our black musicians
ID: F0703-S00848-2017-003/007(09)
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a mounted clipping from the Entertainment section of the Toronto Star, April 14, 1979, which features an article on black musicians in Canada. The poster was used as part of the photograph exhibit of the Syncopation Series, in 2011.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Series: F0703-S00849 - Photographs

Title: Photographs
ID: F0703-S00849
Date: 1959-2014 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Series consists of photographs collected by Archie Alleyne. Material includes personal and professional photographs of Alleyne and his colleagues; photographs collected of various jazz musicians in history; and photographs of emerging artists.

Physical description: ca. 600 photographs : b&w and col. ; 24.5 x 20 cm or smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(01) - Music : various

Title: Music : various
ID: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(01)
Date: 1959, [ca.1984] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of photographs of Archie Alleyne, musicians who were involved in the stage play the Connection (1959), his Duke Ellington Band, The First Floor Club, and a trip to Ireland in the 1980s.

Physical description: 9 photographs : b&w and col. ; 22.5 x 20 cm or smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
**File: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(02) - Kollage photos**

**Title:** Kollage photos  
**ID:** F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(02)  
**Date:** [ca. 2013] (date of creation)  

**Scope and content:**  
File consists of professional and personal photographs of the band, Kollage.

**Physical description:**  
7 photographs : b&w ; 15 x 10 cm  
32 photographs : col. slides ; 35 mm

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Graphic material (documentary form)

**File: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(03) - Kollage : various**

**Title:** Kollage : various  
**ID:** F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(03)  
**Date:** [ca. 2003] (date of creation)  

**Scope and content:**  
File consists of professional and personal photographs of the band, Kollage.

**Physical description:**  
ca. 60 photographs : b&w and col. ; 24.5 x 20 cm or smaller

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Graphic material (documentary form)

**File: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(04) - Canadian musicians, dancers, vocalists**

**Title:** Canadian musicians, dancers, vocalists
ID: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(04)
Date: [1980-2002] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of promotional photographs of emerging Canadian artists.

Physical description: ca. 30 photographs : b&w and col. ; 24.5 x 20 cm or smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(05) - Early Black musicians in Toronto

Title: Early Black musicians in Toronto
ID: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(05)
Date: [ca. 2002] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of photographs, collected to reflect the history of African-Canadian musicians.

Physical description: 15 photographs : b&w ; 24.5 x 20 cm or smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(06) - Evolution of Jazz

Title: Evolution of Jazz
ID: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(06)
Date: [1982-1990] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of photographs taken at an informal gathering.

Physical description: 24 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 8.5 cm
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(07) - Canadian Black musicians : 335 UNIA

Title: Canadian Black musicians : 335 UNIA
ID: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(07)
Date: [1960-1970] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of photographs and some textual records related to the history of the Universal Negro Improvement Association, located at 355 College St. in Toronto.
Physical description: 28 photographs : b&w ; 24.5 x 20 cm or smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(08) - Archiballs! You stupid bastard : Corma & Harvey Swan

Title: Archiballs! You stupid bastard : Corma & Harvey Swan
ID: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(08)
Date: 1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of the contents of a scrapbook given to Archie Alleyne following his automobile accident.
Physical description: 11 photographs : b&w ; 24.5 x 20 cm or smaller

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(09) - Archie mixture

Title: Archie mixture
ID: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(09)
Date: [1960-2014] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of photographs which document Archie Alleyne's career as a musician, including photographs of Alleyne and his friends performing and at social events.

Physical description: 149 photographs : b&w and col. ; 24.5 x 20 cm or smaller
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(10) - Evolution of Jazz : class visit + early photos

Title: Evolution of Jazz : class visit + early photos
ID: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(10)
Date: [1982-2009] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of photographs of a visit to the Africentric Alternative School in Toronto and photographs of jazz musicians, likely used during the school visit.

Physical description: 29 photographs : b&w and col. ; 24.5 x 20 cm or smaller
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(11) - Stonegrill Trio

Title: Stonegrill Trio
ID: F0703-S00849-2017-003/008(11)
Date: [2000-2010] (date of creation)
Physical description: ca. 30 photographs: col.; 24.5 x 20 cm or smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00849-2017-003/009(01) - Archie mixture

Title: Archie mixture
ID: F0703-S00849-2017-003/009(01)
Date: [1960-2014] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of photographs which document Archie Alleyne's career as a musician, including photographs of Alleyne and his friends performing and at social events.

Physical description: 129 photographs: b&w and col.; 24.5 x 20 cm or smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00849-2017-003/009(02) - Photographs

Title: Photographs
Series: F0703-S00850 - Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund

Title: Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund

ID: F0703-S00850

Date: 2005-2015 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Series consists of records pertaining to Archie Alleyne's role as the sponsor of the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund, which provides funding for music students in post-secondary studies.

Physical description: 0.25 m of textual records
4 compact disc
1 photograph

Restrictions on access:

Series contains files which contain personal information. Some files are subject to a research agreement.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
• Sound recording (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(03) - NIA-AASF scholarship receipts

Title: NIA-AASF scholarship receipts
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(03)
Date: 2013-2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(04) - Ed Brown AASF 1

Title: Ed Brown AASF 1
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(04)
Date: 2011-2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence, clippings, and artist biographies related to the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(05) - AASF

Title: AASF
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(05)
Date: 2014 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence, clippings, and artist biographies related to the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(06) - AASF-NIA media**

Title: AASF-NIA media
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(06)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(07) - AASF-NIA meeting**

Title: AASF-NIA meeting
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(07)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(08) - AASF recipient: Isaiah Gibbons**
Title: AASF recipient: Isaiah Gibbons

ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(08)

Date: 2010 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of a photograph of a recipient of the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund.

Physical description: 1 photograph: col.; 21 x 27 cm

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(09) - AASF info

Title: AASF info

ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(09)

Date: 2006-2011 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(10) - Joseph Leo Callender

Title: Joseph Leo Callender

ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(10)

Date: 2014 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of a profile / CV of the Barbadian musician Joseph Leo Callender.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Misc.
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(11)
Date: 1918 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of an advertisement for tarred paper and an envelope from W.E. Whitehead, 1918

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(12) - Funding applicants : denied

Title: Funding applicants : denied
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(12)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 compact disc

Restrictions on access:
File contains personal information and is subject to a research agreement.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Sound recording (documentary form)
**File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(13) - Correspondence : Humber**

**Title:** Correspondence : Humber  
**ID:** F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(13)  
**Date:** 2006-2009 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(14) - Thomas Francis**

**Title:** Thomas Francis  
**ID:** F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(14)  
**Date:** 2012 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:** File consists of material related to a recipient of the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Restrictions on access:**  
File contains personal information and is subject to a research agreement.

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(15) - Aaron Selinarine : bursary**

**Title:** Aaron Selinarine : bursary  
**ID:** F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(15)  
**Date:** 2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material related to a recipient of the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Restrictions on access:
File contains personal information and is subject to a research agreement.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(16) - Isaiah Gibbons

Title: Isaiah Gibbons
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(16)
Date: 2007-2014 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material related to a recipient of the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Restrictions on access:
File contains personal information and is subject to a research agreement.
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(17) - Alex Goodman

Title: Alex Goodman
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(17)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material related to a recipient of the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 compact disc

Restrictions on access:
File contains personal information and is subject to a research agreement.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(18) - Joseph Leo Callender : correspondence

Title: Joseph Leo Callender : correspondence
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(18)
Date: 2014 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material related to a recipient of the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Restrictions on access:
File contains personal information and is subject to a research agreement.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(19) - Molefe, Mohamid

Title: Molefe, Mohamid
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/009(19)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material related to a recipient of the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Restrictions on access:
File contains personal information and is subject to a research agreement.
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(01) - Scholarship bank account
Title: Scholarship bank account
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(01)
Date: 2001-2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(02) - Concert #3, EOJ Ensemble plus funding
Title: Concert #3, EOJ Ensemble plus funding
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(02)
Date: 2010-2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a grant application to the Canada Council for the Arts and related material.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(03) - Evolution of Jazz

Title: Evolution of Jazz
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(03)
Date: 1993-2010 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a material created for grant applications to the Ontario Arts Council and Canada Council for the Arts.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(04) - OAC grant : E.O.J. Ensemble

Title: OAC grant : E.O.J. Ensemble
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(04)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material related to a grant application to the Ontario Arts Council.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(05) - Recording Ensemble : OAC final report

Title: Recording Ensemble : OAC final report
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(05)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(06) - Kollage CD OAC

Title: Kollage CD OAC
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(06)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(07) - Donations

Title: Donations
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(07)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(08) - Sheet music

Title: Sheet music
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(08)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(09) - Caricana Village, Kollage, AASF

Title: Caricana Village, Kollage, AASF
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(09)
Date: [2005-2006] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(10) - Tynes Twins

Title: Tynes Twins
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(10)
Date: 2006-2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material related to a recipient of the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Restrictions on access:
File contains personal information and is subject to a research agreement.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(11) - Norbert Botos

Title: Norbert Botos
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(11)
Date: 2009-2010 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material related to a recipient of the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Restrictions on access:
File contains personal information and is subject to a research agreement.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(12) - Asylum event

Title: Asylum event
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(12)
Date: 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(13) - Donation cheques : Too Many Rivers**

Title: Donation cheques : Too Many Rivers  
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(13)  
Date: 2008 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(14) - Tickets, donations : JCC**

Title: Tickets, donations : JCC  
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(14)  
Date: 2011 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(15) - Ken Jacobs**

Title: Ken Jacobs  
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(15)  
Date: 2010-2015 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence with Ken Jacobs, a donor to the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(16) - Omar Gittens (drums)

Title: Omar Gittens (drums)
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(16)
Date: 2008-2009 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material related to a recipient of the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 compact disc

Restrictions on access:
File contains personal information and is subject to a research agreement.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(17) - Cotton Club administration

Title: Cotton Club administration
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(17)
Date: 2011-2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a grant application and correspondence submitted to the Popular Music Program of the Ontario Arts Council.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
**File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(18) - Donations**

**Title:** Donations  
**ID:** F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(18)  
**Date:** 2006 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(19) - Women of Our Time : Canadian Black Women**

**Title:** Women of Our Time : Canadian Black Women  
**ID:** F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(19)  
**Date:** 1973 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File consists of a reproduction of a text published by the Canadian Negro Women's Association, Inc.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(20) - Town Tavern mob

Title: Town Tavern mob
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(20)
Date: 1962 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a reproduction of an article titled, "Have the Mobsters Moved into Ontario," by Rae Corelli.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(21) - Scholarships presented

Title: Scholarships presented
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(21)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(22) - Enuma

Title: Enuma
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(22)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(23) - Quincy Bullen

Title: Quincy Bullen
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(23)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material related to an applicant to the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Restrictions on access:
File contains personal information and is subject to a research agreement.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(24) - Aijia Waithe

Title: Aijia Waithe
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(24)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material related to an applicant to the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 compact disc

Restrictions on access:
File contains personal information and is subject to a research agreement.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Sound recording (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(25) - Spencer Gooding

Title: Spencer Gooding
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(25)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material related to an applicant to the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Restrictions on access:
File contains personal information and is subject to a research agreement.

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(26) - Spencer Bennet

Title: Spencer Bennet
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(26)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material related to an applicant to the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Restrictions on access:
File contains personal information and is subject to a research agreement.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(27) - Mustafa Ahmed

Title: Mustafa Ahmed
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(27)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of material related to an applicant to the Archie Alleyne Scholarship Fund.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(28) - Donations ensemble

Title: Donations ensemble
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(28)
Date: 2009-2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(29) - Addresses AASF : patrons for mailing

Title: Addresses AASF : patrons for mailing
ID: F0703-S00850-2017-003/010(29)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Series: F0703-S00851 - Audio-visual materials

Title: Audio-visual materials
ID: F0703-S00851
Date: 1960-2014 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Series contains the audio-visual materials collected and created by Archie Alleyne during his career as a professional musician.

Physical description: 175 audio cassettes
13 video cassettes : VHS
12 audio discs : vinyl
1 DVD
35 compact discs

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)
• Moving images (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(01) - Roots drummers : let the drums play

Title: Roots drummers : let the drums play
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(01)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(02) - Oliver Jones Tour

Title: Oliver Jones Tour
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(02)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(03) - Stephen Kontor Ghana Drums

Title: Stephen Kontor Ghana Drums
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(03)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(04) - Ozonkemadu Chief Stephen Osita Osadebe and His Nigeria Sound Makers International

Title: Ozonkemadu Chief Stephen Osita Osadebe and His Nigeria Sound Makers International
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(04)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(05) - Nigeria: e. Yoyo Master drummer, Chief of Village, Zeal's Father

Title: Nigeria: e. Yoyo Master drummer, Chief of Village, Zeal's Father

ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(05)

Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(06) - Peter King 1989 Compound Africa

Title: Peter King 1989 Compound Africa

ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(06)

Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(07) - Fela Anikulapo Kuti & Egypt Teacher Don't Teach Me Nonsense
Title: Fela Anikulapo Kuti & Egypt Teacher Don't Teach Me Nonsense
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(07)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(08) - Alice Babs : Duke Ellington, Nils Lindberg
Title: Alice Babs : Duke Ellington, Nils Lindberg
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(08)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(09) - Duke Ellington : A Drum is A Woman
Title: Duke Ellington : A Drum is A Woman
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(09)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(10) - Bill Dillard & Mona Richardson in concert for Young People, Australia 1989

Title: Bill Dillard & Mona Richardson in concert for Young People, Australia 1989
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(10)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(11) - Show Drummer

Title: Show Drummer
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(11)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(12) - Trinidad

Title: Trinidad
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(12)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(13) - Osibisa

Title: Osibisa
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(13)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(14) - Jelly Roll Morton

Title: Jelly Roll Morton
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(14)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(15) - Jelly Roll Morton

Title: Jelly Roll Morton
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(15)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(16) - Dedication : Colonial Tavern : Archie Speaker : July 28

Title: Dedication : Colonial Tavern : Archie Speaker : July 28
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(16)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(17) - Wray Downes

Title: Wray Downes
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(17)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(18) - Wray Downes

Title: Wray Downes
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(18)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(19) - Norm Amadio Interview

Title: Norm Amadio Interview

ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(19)

Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(20) - Murray Ginsberg Re: They Loved to Play

Title: Murray Ginsberg Re: They Loved to Play

ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(20)

Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Sound recording (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(22) - Evolution: Ciut, Curtis Bailey, Archie Alleyne**

Title: Evolution: Ciut, Curtis Bailey, Archie Alleyne

ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(22)

Date: 1992 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Sound recording (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(23) - Archie!**

Title: Archie!

ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(23)

Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Sound recording (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(24) - Interview : Tien Ciut**
Title: Interview : Tien Ciut
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(24)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(25) - Kollage ; Jackie Science
Title: Kollage ; Jackie Science
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(25)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(26) - Duke's Place : EOJ Productions
Title: Duke's Place : EOJ Productions
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(26)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(27) - York University Kollage CBC
Title: York University Kollage CBC
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(27)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(28) - You Are the Song : comp. Don Thompson
Title: You Are the Song : comp. Don Thompson
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(28)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(29) - Archie!
Title: Archie!
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(29)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(30) - EOJ excerpts CBC Arts National

Title: EOJ excerpts CBC Arts National
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(30)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(31) - déjà vu AA Eh

Title: déjà vu AA Eh
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(31)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(32) - EOJ music

Title: EOJ music
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(32)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(33) - Mary Lou Williams ; Archie Alleyne

Title: Mary Lou Williams ; Archie Alleyne
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(33)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(34) - Archie Alleyne : Frank Wright C. Jrt

Title: Archie Alleyne : Frank Wright C. Jrt
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(34)
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(35) - Sextet

Title: Sextet
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(35)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(36) - Duke's Place : Limelight Tape #1
Title: Duke's Place : Limelight Tape #1
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(36)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(37) - Archie Alleyne Sextet
Title: Archie Alleyne Sextet
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(37)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(38) - Interview CKLN
Title: Interview CKLN
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(38)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(39) - Music is For Ever : Jackie Richardson, Ron Small
Title: Music is For Ever : Jackie Richardson, Ron Small
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(39)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(40) - Archie interview CBC
Title: Archie interview CBC
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(40)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(41) - Excerpts : narration
Title: Excerpts : narration
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(41)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(42) - EOJ #4
Title: EOJ #4
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(42)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(43) - Phil Nimmons : Mine
Title: Phil Nimmons : Mine
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(43)
Date: 1963 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(44) - Archie!
Title: Archie!
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(44)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(45) - Nimmons

Title: Nimmons
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(45)
Date: 1961, 1964 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(46) - EOJ Rehearsal beginnings

Title: EOJ Rehearsal beginnings
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(46)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(47) - EOJ #1

Title: EOJ #1
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(48) - Eugene Amaro (Tenor) Archie Alleyne (drums) & guests

Title: Eugene Amaro (Tenor) Archie Alleyne (drums) & guests
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/011(48)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(01) - Wilkins, Bosso, Alleyne, Bickert, Thompson @ Elliott Theatre

Title: Wilkins, Bosso, Alleyne, Bickert, Thompson @ Elliott Theatre
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(01)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(02) - George Benson Sax Detroit

Title: George Benson Sax Detroit
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(02)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(03) - Evolution of Jazz 1&2

Title: Evolution of Jazz 1&2
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(03)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(04) - Evolution of Jazz 3&4

Title: Evolution of Jazz 3&4
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(04)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(05) - Oliver Jones, Archie, Dave Young,

Title: Oliver Jones, Archie, Dave Young,
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(05)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(06) - It Aint' All Jazz, Berlin Club

Title: It Aint' All Jazz, Berlin Club
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(06)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(07) - Andy Bey, Archie, Steve Wallace, Café de Copains

Title: Andy Bey, Archie, Steve Wallace, Café de Copains
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(07)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  •  Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(08) - St Andrew's Concert : Hal Hill

  Title: St Andrew's Concert : Hal Hill
  ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(08)
  Date: 1994 (date of creation)
  Physical description: 1 audio cassette

  Publication status:
    Published

  Access points:
    •  Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(09) - Don D.T. Thompson, Big Band

  Title: Don D.T. Thompson, Big Band
  ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(09)
  Date: 1960 (date of creation)
  Physical description: 1 audio cassette

  Publication status:
    Published

  Access points:
    •  Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(10) - Bourbon St (Joey's Place) closing

  Title: Bourbon St (Joey's Place) closing
  ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(10)
  Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
  Physical description: 1 audio cassette
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(11) - George Benson (Sax), Dave Young, Archie, Reg Schwager

Title: George Benson (Sax), Dave Young, Archie, Reg Schwager
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(11)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(12) - Archie, Crawford, Downes, Galloway

Title: Archie, Crawford, Downes, Galloway
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(12)
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(13) - Bobbi Sharron CJRT

Title: Bobbi Sharron CJRT
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(13)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(14) - AA & Frank Quartet, rehearsal Connie Maynard, Billy Best

Title: AA & Frank Quartet, rehearsal Connie Maynard, Billy Best
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(14)
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(15) - Doc Cheatham, Archie

Title: Doc Cheatham, Archie
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(15)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(16) - Miniseries : Director, NSTOLD Democates

Title: Miniseries : Director, NSTOLD Democates
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(17) - Oliver Jones trio, Montreal

Title: Oliver Jones trio, Montreal
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(17)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(18) - "Vocal Jazz" Ranee Lee

Title: "Vocal Jazz" Ranee Lee
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(18)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(19) - Eugene Amaro : Archie, Errol's 3 or 4
Title: Eugene Amaro : Archie, Errol's 3 or 4
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(19)
Date: [198-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

---------------------------------------------------------------

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(20) - George Benson (Sax) Archie, Dave Young, Reg Scwager, Detroit

Title: George Benson (Sax) Archie, Dave Young, Reg Scwager, Detroit
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(20)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

---------------------------------------------------------------

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(22) - Ken Skinner : Michael Arthurs, Archie Sonoma Valley

Title: Ken Skinner : Michael Arthurs, Archie Sonoma Valley
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(22)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(23) - Oliver Jones : Steve Wallace, Archie : Winnipeg Broadcast

Title: Oliver Jones : Steve Wallace, Archie : Winnipeg Broadcast
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(23)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(24) - Josh Benko, Archie, Top o Senator

Title: Josh Benko, Archie, Top o Senator
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(24)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(25) - Lloyd Thompson, Dizzy Reece, Don Thompson, Archie, Take Alute Copy to Nashville

Title: Lloyd Thompson, Dizzy Reece, Don Thompson, Archie, Take Alute Copy to Nashville
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(25)
Date: [198-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(26) - DuMaurier Downtown Jazz Wray Downes Quartet @ George's 2 of 2

Title: DuMaurier Downtown Jazz Wray Downes Quartet @ George's 2 of 2
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(26)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(27) - Oliver Jones (Musical Friends) Archie : Dave

Title: Oliver Jones (Musical Friends) Archie : Dave
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(27)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(28) - EOJ #3 CBC

Title: EOJ #3 CBC
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(28)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
  • Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(29) - Kollage Tunes

Title: Kollage Tunes
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(29)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
  • Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(30) - Interview CKLN

Title: Interview CKLN
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(30)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
  • Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(31) - DT Quartet / Science Centre

Title: DT Quartet / Science Centre
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(31)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(32) - Toronto Jazz Quartet CJRT-FM

Title: Toronto Jazz Quartet CJRT-FM
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(32)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(33) - Archie Alleyne Sextet : Octapus

Title: Archie Alleyne Sextet : Octapus
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(33)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(34) - Evolution Part II

Title: Evolution Part II
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(35) - Archie Alleyne Sextet: Homeland

Title: Archie Alleyne Sextet: Homeland
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/012(35)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(01) - Archie Alleyne Sextet: All Star

Title: Archie Alleyne Sextet: All Star
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(01)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(02) - Duo's: Joe Sealy, Archie Alleyne
Title: Duo's : Joe Sealy, Archie Alleyne
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(02)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(03) - Archie Alleyne Sextet : Master

Title: Archie Alleyne Sextet : Master
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(03)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(04) - Ellington : CJRT Conference

Title: Ellington : CJRT Conference
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(04)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(05) - Tsetse fly

Title: Tsetse fly
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(05)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(06) - Archie Alleyne on the Jazz Favorites Hour with Macy Favor on WBFO88-7 FM

Title: Archie Alleyne on the Jazz Favorites Hour with Macy Favor on WBFO88-7 FM
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(06)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(07) - Zoot Sims Lytes

Title: Zoot Sims Lytes
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(07)
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(08) - EOJ First Performance Yorkwood Library**

Title: EOJ First Performance Yorkwood Library
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(08)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(09) - Humber Faculty**

Title: Humber Faculty
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(09)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(10) - EOJ promo**

Title: EOJ promo
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(10)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

**Access points:**

- Sound recording (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(11) - George Benson : Archie Alleyne (drums), Dave Young (Bass) Reg Schwager (Guitar)**

**Title:** George Benson : Archie Alleyne (drums), Dave Young (Bass) Reg Schwager (Guitar)

**ID:** F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(11)

**Date:** [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 audio cassette

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Sound recording (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(12) - Rick Wilkins, Guido Basso, Alleyne, Bickert Thompson @ Elliot Theatre**

**Title:** Rick Wilkins, Guido Basso, Alleyne, Bickert Thompson @ Elliot Theatre

**ID:** F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(12)

**Date:** 1996 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 audio cassette

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Sound recording (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(13) - CJRT Dukes Broadcast**

**Title:** CJRT Dukes Broadcast

**ID:** F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(13)

**Date:** [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(14) - CJRT Dukes Broadcast
Title: CJRT Dukes Broadcast
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(14)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(15) - Ron Collier; Don Thompson Eleven
Title: Ron Collier; Don Thompson Eleven
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(15)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(16) - Ross Porter
Title: Ross Porter
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(16)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(17) - Robert Fogle CHRY**

Title: Robert Fogle CHRY

ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(17)

Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(18) - Interview : Morris Jacobs "About Town"**

Title: Interview : Morris Jacobs "About Town"

ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(18)

Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(19) - Ryerson : Tech**

Title: Ryerson : Tech
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(20) - Vicky Gabereau

Title: Vicky Gabereau
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(20)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(21) - J.B.C. FM Dermott Hussey

Title: J.B.C. FM Dermott Hussey
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(21)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(22) - Interview CIUT. Curtis Bailey

Title: CKEY news report re: Canada Council Recording Grants
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(23)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(24) - Wally Dawson : CKLN

Title: Wally Dawson : CKLN
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(24)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(25) - Bill King Interview CIUT : Archie Alleyne

Title: Bill King Interview CIUT : Archie Alleyne
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(25)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(26) - Interview Larry Green

Title: Interview Larry Green
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(26)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(27) - Hal Hill CKQT

Title: Hal Hill CKQT
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(27)
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(28) - Hal Hill #1 Interview

Title: Hal Hill #1 Interview
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(28)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(29) - Hal Hill Interview

Title: Hal Hill Interview
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(29)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(30) - Hal Hill Interview

Title: Hal Hill Interview
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(30)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(31) - Larry Green CFNY

Title: Larry Green CFNY
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(31)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(32) - Larry Green CFNY EOJ

Title: Larry Green CFNY EOJ
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/013(32)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(01) - Larry Green CFNY

Title: Larry Green CFNY
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(01)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Sound recording (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(02) - Larry Green CFNY**

Title: Larry Green CFNY

ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(02)

Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Sound recording (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(03) - Larry Green re: Archie Alleyne**

Title: Larry Green re: Archie Alleyne

ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(03)

Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Sound recording (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(04) - Bill King interview CIUT radio Archie Alleyne**

Title: Bill King interview CIUT radio Archie Alleyne

ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(04)

Date: 1988 (date of creation)
F0703 Archie Alleyne fonds

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(05) - Radio CIUT

Title: Radio CIUT
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(05)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(06) - John Coltrane, Johnny Hartman

Title: John Coltrane, Johnny Hartman
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(06)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(07) - Curtis Black Jr.

Title: Curtis Black Jr.
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(07)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(08) - Radio Jazz, Curtis Bailey : mixture

Title: Radio Jazz, Curtis Bailey : mixture
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(08)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(09) - Oliver Jones Trio : Live at the Franco Manitoba Centre

Title: Oliver Jones Trio : Live at the Franco Manitoba Centre
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(09)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(10) - A Cannonball Adderly; B. Miles Davis
Title: A Cannonball Adderly; B. Miles Davis
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(10)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(11) - Jazz & Hot Dance in Canada 1916-1949
Title: Jazz & Hot Dance in Canada 1916-1949
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(11)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(12) - Untitled
Title: Untitled
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(12)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(13) - Bob Zurke, Lou Hooper

Title: Bob Zurke, Lou Hooper
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(13)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)


Title: Nathaniel Dett, Lou Hooper, Six Brown Bros.
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(14)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(15) - The 1997 Jazz Report Award Finalists for Post Secondary School Musician of the Year

Title: The 1997 Jazz Report Award Finalists for Post Secondary School Musician of the Year
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(15)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(16) - Kim Hunt Big Band

Title: Kim Hunt Big Band
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(16)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(17) - Junior Mance (Sackville SKCD 3065)

Title: Junior Mance (Sackville SKCD 3065)
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(17)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(18) - Junior Archie DOD Bistro

Title: Junior Archie DOD Bistro
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(18)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(19) - TJO Studio 211 (CBC) Jazz Beat**

Title: TJO Studio 211 (CBC) Jazz Beat
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(19)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(20) - Dizzy Gillespie : Big Band**

Title: Dizzy Gillespie : Big Band
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(20)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(21) - Johnny Hodges misc.**

Title: Johnny Hodges misc.
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(21)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(22) - Joel Pass / Eddie Jefferson + Ranee Lee + Richard Ring

Title: Joel Pass / Eddie Jefferson + Ranee Lee + Richard Ring
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(22)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(23) - Trader's Lounge

Title: Trader's Lounge
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(23)
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(24) - Trader's Lounge Mose Allison

Title: Trader's Lounge Mose Allison
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(25) - Trader's Lounge Buddy Tate, Red Richards

Title: Trader's Lounge Buddy Tate, Red Richards

ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(25)

Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(26) - Ron Small (CKFM Broadcast)

Title: Ron Small (CKFM Broadcast)

ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(26)

Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(27) - Trader's Lounge : Spanky Davis - Trumpet
Title: Trader's Lounge : Spanky Davis - Trumpet
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(27)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(28) - Koffman Galloway

Title: Koffman Galloway
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(28)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(29) - Trader's CKFM Oliver Jones

Title: Trader's CKFM Oliver Jones
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(29)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(30) - CKFM Broadcast

Title: CKFM Broadcast
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(30)
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(31) - CKFM Broadcast

Title: CKFM Broadcast
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(31)
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(32) - CKFM Broadcast

Title: CKFM Broadcast
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/014(32)
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(01) - Trader's CKFM : John Swan

Title: Trader's CKFM : John Swan
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(01)
Date: 1985 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(302) - Trader's CKFM : Kenny Laverne

Title: Trader's CKFM : Kenny Laverne
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(302)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(03) - Interview Chow Jack Cole

Title: Interview Chow Jack Cole
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(03)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(04) - Chow Interview Jack Cole, Archie and Frank

Title: Chow Interview Jack Cole, Archie and Frank
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(04)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(05) - Billie Holiday ; Ben Webster, Sweets, Oscar Peterson

Title: Billie Holiday ; Ben Webster, Sweets, Oscar Peterson
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(05)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(06) - Robert Fogle : CHRY

Title: Robert Fogle : CHRY
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(06)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(07) - TJQ Montreal Bistro
Title: TJQ Montreal Bistro
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(07)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(08) - TJQ
Title: TJQ
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(08)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(09) - TJQ
Title: TJQ
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(09)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(10) - CJRT Science Centre
Title: CJRT Science Centre
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(10)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(11) - Toronto Jazz Quartet : Bob Mover
Title: Toronto Jazz Quartet : Bob Mover
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(11)
Date: [1990-1999] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(12) - Trader's CKFM : Maxine Sullivan
Title: Trader's CKFM : Maxine Sullivan
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(12)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(13) - TQM Live Montreal Bistro

Title: TQM Live Montreal Bistro
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(13)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(14) - Trader's CKFM Richard Wyands

Title: Trader's CKFM Richard Wyands
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(14)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(15) - CKFM Broadcast

Title: CKFM Broadcast
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(16) - Trader's CKFM Jay McShann

Title: Trader's CKFM Jay McShann
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(16)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(17) - Trader's Lounge

Title: Trader's Lounge
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/015(17)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(01) - Interview : Bucky Adams
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(04) - Interview : Vernon Isaacs

Title: Interview : Vernon Isaacs
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(04)
Date: [19--?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(05) - Interview : Vernon Isaacs

Title: Interview : Vernon Isaacs
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(05)
Date: [19--?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(06) - Interview : Wright Bros. 1&2

Title: Interview : Wright Bros. 1&2
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(06)
Date: 24 July 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(07) - Interview : Wright Bros. 3&4

Title: Interview : Wright Bros. 3&4
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(07)
Date: 24 July 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(08) - Interview : Wright Bros. 5

Title: Interview : Wright Bros. 5
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(08)
Date: 24 July 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)


Title: Interview : Al Mayers + Gord Phillips
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(09)
Date: 2 Aug. 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(10) - Interview : Don Carrington, Al Mayers, Gord Phillips

Title: Interview : Don Carrington, Al Mayers, Gord Phillips
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(10)
Date: 2 Aug. 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(11) - From the Heart : A Tribute to Oscar Peterson

Title: From the Heart : A Tribute to Oscar Peterson
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(11)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(12) - Liberty Silver : Live! In Session with the Bill King Quartet

Title: Liberty Silver : Live! In Session with the Bill King Quartet
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(12)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(13) - The Elders are Listening

Title: The Elders are Listening
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(13)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(14) - The Elders are Listening

Title: The Elders are Listening
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(14)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(15) - National Jazz Awards : hour one

Title: National Jazz Awards : hour one
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(15)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(16) - National Jazz Awards : hour two

Title: National Jazz Awards : hour two
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(16)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(17) - Kollage : The Rythmic Session with special guest Michael Danso

Title: Kollage : The Rythmic Session with special guest Michael Danso
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(17)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(18) - Kollage : At This Time
Title: Kollage: At This Time
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(18)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(19) - Kollage featuring Archie Alleyne and Doug Richardson

Title: Kollage featuring Archie Alleyne and Doug Richardson
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(19)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(20) - Sound of Toronto Jazz Series: Jazz FM

Title: Sound of Toronto Jazz Series: Jazz FM
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(20)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(21) - Archie Alleyne Presents Syncopation : Life in the key of Black by the EOJ Ensemble

Title: Archie Alleyne Presents Syncopation : Life in the key of Black by the EOJ Ensemble
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(21)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(22) - Jackie Richardson : A Woman's View Through a Child's Eyes

Title: Jackie Richardson : A Woman's View Through a Child's Eyes
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(22)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(23) - Priscilla Wright : The Singer and the Song ; with The Bill King Quartet

Title: Priscilla Wright : The Singer and the Song ; with The Bill King Quartet
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(23)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)


Title: Holly Perry : Essential Love
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(24)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(25) - Ranee Lee : Deep Song ; featuring Milt Hinton and Oliver Jones

Title: Ranee Lee : Deep Song ; featuring Milt Hinton and Oliver Jones
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(25)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(26) - Ranee Lee presents : Dark Divas The Musical

Title: Ranee Lee presents : Dark Divas The Musical
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(26)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(27) - Joe Saly and Paul Novotny : The Man in the Red Suit

Title: Joe Saly and Paul Novotny : The Man in the Red Suit
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(27)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(28) - Jim Galloway, Jay McShann : Jim and Jay's Christmas

Title: Jim Galloway, Jay McShann : Jim and Jay's Christmas
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(28)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(29) - Almeta Speaks : Let There Be Peace on Earth

Title: Almeta Speaks : Let There Be Peace on Earth
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(29)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(30) - George Evans : Bewitched

Title: George Evans : Bewitched
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(30)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(31) - The Stacie McGregor Quintet : Straight Up

Title: The Stacie McGregor Quintet : Straight Up
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(31)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc
Publication status: Published
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(32) - Junior Mance : Groovin' With Junior

Title: Junior Mance : Groovin' With Junior
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(32)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(33) - Don Thompson Big Band : A La Carte : CBC

Title: Don Thompson Big Band : A La Carte : CBC
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(33)
Date: 1961 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(34) - Don Thompson Big Band : A La Carte : CBC

Title: Don Thompson Big Band : A La Carte : CBC
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(34)
Date: 1961 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(35) - Doug Watson Quartet: At the Pilot Tavern

Title: Doug Watson Quartet: At the Pilot Tavern
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(35)
Date: 14 Jan. 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(36) - Doug Watson Quartet: At the Pilot Tavern

Title: Doug Watson Quartet: At the Pilot Tavern
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(36)
Date: 17 June 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(37) - For Sonny: Brian Lillos in a Tribute to Sonny Stitt

Title: For Sonny: Brian Lillos in a Tribute to Sonny Stitt
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(37)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(38) - Blues 66 : The Lost Toronto Sessions (CBC-The Blues Original Sessions) Part 1

Title: Blues 66 : The Lost Toronto Sessions (CBC- The Blues Original Sessions) Part 1
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(38)
Date: [ca. 2014] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc
Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(39) - Blues 66 : The Lost Toronto Sessions (CBC-The Blues Original Sessions) : Talking Blues + Mable Hillery

Title: Blues 66 : The Lost Toronto Sessions (CBC- The Blues Original Sessions) : Talking Blues + Mable Hillery
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(39)
Date: [ca. 2014] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc
Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(40) - Blues 66 : The Lost Toronto Sessions (CBC- The Blues Original Sessions) : Sonny & Brownie, Mable Hillery

Title: Blues 66 : The Lost Toronto Sessions (CBC- The Blues Original Sessions) : Sonny & Brownie, Mable Hillery

ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(40)

Date: [ca. 2014] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(41) - Blues 66 : The Lost Toronto Sessions (CBC- The Blues Original Sessions) : Big Joe Williams & Jesse Fuller

Title: Blues 66 : The Lost Toronto Sessions (CBC- The Blues Original Sessions) : Big Joe Williams & Jesse Fuller

ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(41)

Date: [ca. 2014] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(42) - Blues 66 : The Lost Toronto Sessions (CBC- The Blues Original Sessions) : 90 Minute Show

Title: Blues 66 : The Lost Toronto Sessions (CBC- The Blues Original Sessions) : 90 Minute Show

ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(42)

Date: [ca. 2014] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 compact disc
Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(43) - Blues 66 : The Lost Toronto Sessions (CBC- The Blues Original Sessions) : Sonny Terry + Brownie McGhee**

**Title:** Blues 66 : The Lost Toronto Sessions (CBC- The Blues Original Sessions) : Sonny Terry + Brownie McGhee

**ID:** F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(43)

**Date:** [ca. 2014] (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 compact disc

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(44) - Demo : Jackie Richardons & Archie Alleyne featuring Kollage Rhythm Section : "Two Originals"**

**Title:** Demo : Jackie Richardons & Archie Alleyne featuring Kollage Rhythm Section : "Two Originals"

**ID:** F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(44)

**Date:** 1994 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 compact disc

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(45) - The Billie Holiday Set**
Title: The Billie Holiday Set
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(45)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(46) - D.H. Daniels interview : Jazz.FM91 Toronto
Title: D.H. Daniels interview : Jazz.FM91 Toronto
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(46)
Date: 22 Feb. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(47) - Archie Speaks, Bill King
Title: Archie Speaks, Bill King
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(47)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(48) - The Being Frank Show, Episode 8
Title: The Being Frank Show, Episode 8
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(48)
Date: 24 Dec. 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(49) - Phil Nimmons : Vintage Nimmons 'N' Nine CBC Air Checks '59-'64
Title: Phil Nimmons : Vintage Nimmons 'N' Nine CBC Air Checks '59-'64
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/016(49)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 compact discs

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(01) - It Ain't all Jazz
Title: It Ain't all Jazz
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(01)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD

Publication status:
Published
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(1) - Oliver Jones Africa

Title: Oliver Jones Africa
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(1)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(01) - Evolution of Jazz : CityTV promo, TVO

Title: Evolution of Jazz : CityTV promo, TVO
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(01)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(02) - DTA a la carte, 1961-1963

Title: DTA a la carte, 1961-1963
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(02)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(03) - Kollage : Some Mo Black Men

Title: Kollage : Some Mo Black Men
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(03)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(04) - Tommy Ambrose Show, CBC, April 13 1962

Title: Tommy Ambrose Show, CBC, April 13 1962
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(04)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(05) - Ron Collier Tentet, 1962-1964

Title: Ron Collier Tentet, 1962-1964
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(05)
Date: [196-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(06) - Beaches Jazz festival : Raneelee : July 1991

Title: Beaches Jazz festival : Raneelee : July 1991
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(06)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(07) - Joe Sealy

Title: Joe Sealy
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(07)
Date: [between 1940 and 2015] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(08) - U Mac awards : raw interview and finished piece

Title: U Mac awards : raw interview and finished piece
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(08)
Date: [200-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(09) - Beaches Jazz festival : Evolution of Jazz**

Title: Beaches Jazz festival : Evolution of Jazz
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(09)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(10) - Inner City Films It Ain't all Jazz**

Title: Inner City Films It Ain't all Jazz
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(10)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

**Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(11) - CBC: Makin' Noise for Salome**

Title: CBC: Makin' Noise for Salome
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(11)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(12) - Beaches Jazz Festival : Jojo Chintoh July 22 2005
Title: Beaches Jazz Festival : Jojo Chintoh July 22 2005
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/017(12)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(01) - Cliff Jackson's Village Cats : Black & White
Title: Cliff Jackson's Village Cats : Black & White
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(01)
Date: 1944 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio disc : vinyl

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(02) - Barney Bigarad & His Orchestra with Georgie Auld : Black and White

Title: Barney Bigarad & His Orchestra with Georgie Auld : Black and White
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(02)
Date: 1944 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio disc : vinyl

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(03) - Johnny Hartman : The Voice That Is!

Title: Johnny Hartman : The Voice That Is!
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(03)
Date: 1964 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio disc : vinyl

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(04) - Johnny Hartman : I Just Dropped By To Say Hello

Title: Johnny Hartman : I Just Dropped By To Say Hello
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(04)
Date: 1963 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio disc : vinyl

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(05) - Detroit's George Benson: Swings & Swings & Swings

Title: Detroit's George Benson: Swings & Swings & Swings
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(05)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio disc: vinyl

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(06) - The Jazz Roots of Paul Hoffert

Title: The Jazz Roots of Paul Hoffert
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(06)
Date: 1961 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio disc: vinyl

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(07) - Canadian Talent Library: Lloyd Burry at the Organ

Title: Canadian Talent Library: Lloyd Burry at the Organ
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(07)
Date: 1966 (date of creation)
Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(08) - Canadian Talent Library : The Norman Amadio Trio

Title: Canadian Talent Library : The Norman Amadio Trio
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(08)
Date: 1964 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio disc : vinyl

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(09) - The Romeos : Listen Here!

Title: The Romeos : Listen Here!
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(09)
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio disc : vinyl

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(10) - Faith Nolan : Africville

Title: Faith Nolan : Africville
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(10)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio disc : vinyl

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

-----------------------------

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(11) - Archie Alleyne, Frank Wright Quartet : Up there

Title: Archie Alleyne, Frank Wright Quartet : Up there
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(11)
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio disc : vinyl

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

-----------------------------

Item: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(12) - Canadian Talent Library : The Ron Collier Tentet

Title: Canadian Talent Library : The Ron Collier Tentet
ID: F0703-S00851-2017-003/018(12)
Date: 1963 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio disc : vinyl

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)